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CRYONOMIC
®
 Product Information

 *** New cool equipment from CRYONOMIC *** 

Release of the CRYONOMIC 7
th

 generation blasters: 

The new COB 7 Series offers several new advantages compared to COB 6 Series.  

The same dry ice machine COB-71 can also work with remote control 
and can be ordered with abrasive module optionaly.

For remote controlled blasting with 
the 1-hose system we also release 
the new gun MG1004R! 

COB-71 = CRYONOMIC one hose blaster  
has all functionalities of the COB-62plus with 

larger hopper (30 kg instead of 14 kg)   
improved pellet flow system (hopper can vibrate freely)  
more robust chassis with removable panels  
foldable handle, can be used as hose holder  
two large wheels  
pellet rate adjustment continuous with LED-display instead of 4 steps 

-   can not be equipped to blast with 2-hoses 

COB-71R = COB-71 with 
1-hose gun with remote control MG1004R instead of MG1004 
buttons on the control panel for pressure control instead of manual 
pressure regulator   
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Overview and characteristics of the new CRYONOMIC dry ice blasters: 

The COB-71 blaster has all the characteristics of the well known CAB blaster and is delivered 
with our well proven patented self-adjusting airlock of the COB blaster. On top of that, it is pre- 
equipped for ‘dry ice grit blasting’ and it is mounted in a complete new design ! 

COB-71 (= same powerful dry ice blaster with the same hose and gun like COB-62, 
with the same low dry ice and compressed air consumption) has all 
functionalities of the COB-62 but with: 

+ larger hopper: 30 kg instead of 20 kg 

+ improved pellet flow system (hopper can 
 vibrate freely) 

+ more robust chassis with removable 
 panels 

+ foldable handle, can be used as hose 
 holder 

+ two large rear wheels 

+ can blast up to 10 bar with 1-hose gun 
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For technical details see attached leaflet available in English, German and French. 

Remarks: 
 The ‘7’ stands for the new design of the 7th generation.
 The number ‘1, 2 and 3’ in 71, 72 and 73 indicate the amount of hoses delivered with the

blaster:
71 for 1-hose system

 COB 71-machines are pre-equipped with the Abrasive Module, COB 62 doesn´t.

 The COB-62 is very succesful, and the COB 71 is even better.

The COB-71 compared to COB-62 is having several 
advantages like bigger hopper, larger wheels, stronger 
chassis, better vibrator, is preequiped for abrasive module 
and the same cleaning power and compressed air 
requirement is identical.

Chose the COB-71 and your job will be even easier.

http://www.cryonomic.com/EN/Products



